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Co-assessment for fundamental change: a reply to
Salomaa

In ourOryx editorial (Sutherland et al., ) we argued that
co-assessment of evidence with a range of stakeholders, in-
cluding local communities, would typically represent the
most cost-effective way of doing conservation science.
Co-assessment involves considering what works, and what
does not, based on a systematic collation of global and
regional datasets alongside other forms of knowledge,
such as the experience of local communities. Under circum-
stances in which there is good evidence of what is likely to
work in a particular place, it does not seem efficient to co-
produce new knowledge in the form of field-based scientific
experiments involving local stakeholders. Where there is
more limited evidence of conservation effectiveness, the
issue is of sufficient societal importance, and the resources
are available, then we stated it may make sense to
co-produce new knowledge alongside local stakeholders.

We are glad that Salomaa () agrees with us that it is
irrational to ignore existing knowledge, which happens too
often in conservation (Sutherland & Wordley, ; Rose
et al., ). We both agree that working with practitioner
and stakeholder communities has benefits, including building
trust (Lacey et al., ), helping to understand what people
value (Rose, ), and adding important lay knowledge
(Montana, ). There is evidence that such participatory
conservation can lead to better informed andmore acceptable
conservation outcomes (e.g. Lazos-Chavero et al., ; Amit
& Jacobson, ). Other studies, however, find little evidence
that participatory engagement actually improves conserva-
tion outcomes (e.g. Young et al., ).

Our key difference is whether co-production is the norm,
carried out for each intervention with each community, or a
rarer activity applied as resources allow. We welcome
Salomaa’s call for assessment of ‘practical conservation
improvement in long-term transdisciplinary studies that
consider both the local and broader socio-ecological
contexts’. In the context of co-production, this presumably
means involving every community. An exceedingly rough
back-of-the-envelope estimate of  years (‘long term’),
with three disciplines working with non-academic stake-
holders (‘transdisciplinary’), one researcher each at USD
, annually for  interventions, across hundreds of
thousands of global communities, illustrates the challenge,
even if the estimate is orders of magnitude out. Hence, we
consider the model of reviewing the evidence and applying
it locally to be more realistic.

We have already collated many tests of conservation
actions published in the main conservation journals,

including social and natural science studies (Sutherland
et al., ; Sutherland & Wordley, ), and we are
about to review studies containing elements of behavioural
change research. There are many gaps that need filling, and
this will involve the greater inclusion of social science into
processes of evidence collation.
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